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Abstract

English dictionaries have been understood as lexical corpora that consist of mainly native varieties of English, namely British and American English. However, this understanding has shifted. Such dictionaries appear to have a number of indigenous words with Asian origins. This phenomenon occurred mainly during the British Empire when English interfaced other non-Anglophone cultural and linguistic items. Thailand has never been colonized by any European country but certain Thai words or English words based on Thai socio-cultural elements are found in English dictionaries. This brings an interesting shift into the facet of English in Thailand. This paper attempts to reveal and describe linguistic characteristics of such Thai words in dictionaries of British English, American English and Australian English in order to discuss their implication towards a Thai variety of English. Using an integrated framework that combines concepts on World Englishes and Lexicography by Kachru (1983), Görlach (1988; 1998), and Schneider (2007), an analysis shows that there are 31 words in which lexico-morphological and lexico-semantic elements are outstandingly structured. They seem to represent Thai English words because of the codifying process and the uniqueness of a Thai way of English usage.
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Introduction

A dictionary represents a source of codified lexical items of a language. It is a corpus of word entries that are legitimized by an authorized institute of languages in a country or territory. In the light of English, British and American English dictionaries have been known as a collection of standardized lexicons in which worldwide users can use for their reference. At the present, the status of English as a world language results in an emergence of non-English words that are incorporated into English dictionaries. This phenomenon was obvious during the Empire age; local words of faunas, floras and toponyms which were unfamiliar to or unfound in British societies were imported into English dictionaries. This can be seen in words from Malaya (the present Malaysia and Singapore) like “rambutan, sarong, and durian”, from India like “shampoo, karma, avatar, and yoga”, and from China like “wanton, lychee, and sampan”. These instances mirror English words with Asian grounds. Moreover, they were included in several dictionaries during the British Empire in Malaya, India and China. The three countries are called ex-British colonies even though the last one is currently known as “Hong Kong”. However, many other countries which are not former-British or American colonies appear to have their local words in English dictionaries. For example, a number of Japanese and Korean words are found in English dictionaries – “kimono, karaoke, karate, and kanji” as well as “taekwondo and kimchi”. This occurrence resulted from the spread of English to the Asia. That is, an interface between Anglophone words and Asian ones is caused by Asian users of English who attempt to enunciate their Asian identity in English. Alternatively, several words of socio-cultural items of Asian regions which are new for Anglophone societies are loaned in English dictionaries. This phenomenon makes English dictionary users become aware of the origin of particular words.

Similar to Japan and Korea, Thailand has never been a former British or American colony. Thai users of English point to both British and American English dictionaries due to the recognized varieties and model of Standard English. However, few Thais are aware that a number of Thai words have been borrowed into those dictionaries. The importation of Thai words into English dictionaries operated during the colonial period where Britain ruled Thailand’s neighbors – the British Malaya (the present Malaysia) and the British Burma (the present Myanmar). Furthermore, a linguistic and cultural intercourse between Thai and English has occurred since the 17th and 19th centuries when English and American traders were stationed in Thailand, respectively. In addition, after World War II, the Western cultural expansion along with the spread of English using, learning and teaching is another factor of a lexical contact of Thai and English (Bennui and Hashim, 2014). This brings us to the purpose of the paper. It attempts to reveal a number of Thai words that appear in British and American English dictionaries.
Currently, English users worldwide have accepted British and American English dictionaries as authorized references for ascertaining the forms of lexico-semantics, lexico-morphology, lexico-phonology, and lexico-grammar of English words. The two dictionaries represent the oldest varieties of English in the world. Among other native-English speaking countries, they are Australia, Canada, and New Zealand. These countries also have their own English dictionaries according to their own identity or variety of English. Among these, an Australian English dictionary, namely a Macquarie Dictionary, seems to point out Asian words in English. This is evident in Butler’s (1996; 1999a;1999b) studies, in which a compilation of lexical items based on Asian socio-cultural contexts has been projected. Hence, an Australian English dictionary is another focus of the data source for Thai words.

Objectives

This paper has two objectives. The first is to describe linguistic features of Thai words or English words with Thai origins that are imported into a number of British, American, and Australian English dictionaries. Another is to discuss the extent of such lexical features have their implication towards a Thai variety of English. In other words, categories of Thai words found in native English dictionaries are linguistically analyzed and comparatively interpreted in the light of their reflection of Thai English lexis.

Previous Studies

Former studies on Thai words in English dictionaries are very limited. The most relevant ones by Butler (1996; 1999a;1999b) involve an exploration of words in Thai English and other Southeast varieties of English in the Macquarie Dictionary project from various written texts created by Thai and international users. The words are “minor wife, hill tribe, farang, sanuk, wai, klong, long-tailed boat, sticky rice, tuk-tuk, longans, and rai”. These words and others in the region are incorporated into a regional dictionary that meets the need of Southeast Asian users of English. Similarly, Bolton (2003 as cited in Trakulkasemsuk, 2012) presents a list of Thai words included in the Grolier International Dictionary – “acharn, farang, forest monk, khun, krengjai, muang, phi, and phra”. It is interesting that both dictionaries contain both Thai and English words that are directly translated from Thai items. As these studies are directly related to Thai English words in dictionaries, the following dictionaries of other varieties of Asian English are useful for to this paper. The earliest project of mini-dictionaries of Southeast Asian Englishes is seen in Singapore English mini-dictionary I (Lugg, 1984), Singapore English mini-dictionary II (Eng, 1984), Malaysian English mini-dictionary I (Choo, 1984), Malaysian English mini-dictionary II (Imm, 1984), and Filipino English mini-dictionary (Tabor, 1984). These dictionaries are compiled from a
variety of spoken and written texts used by those national speakers and writers of English. Singapore English words are, for example, “a three month leave, beefbun, easy kacang, gone case, say sorry her, and itchified”. In terms of Malaysian English lexicons, they are, for instance, “tea money, towkay, wash, queen control, eaten slat before, and air-con”. In the South Asian region, Meyler (2009) compiles a dictionary of Sri Lankan English from different texts. Outstanding features of lexicons in the dictionary are mainly based on Singhalan loanwords – “lakh”, and collocations of the word “coconut” such as “coconut matting, milk, coconut shy, coconut oil, and coconut arrack”, collocations of the words “rice and tea” are also used, such as “rice belly, rice mill, and rice puller” and “tea cloth, tea cosy, tea towel, and tea trolley”. All these words reflect their linguistic and cultural identity of Sri Lankan users of English.

The above studies mainly concern a survey of words of Asian Englishes in Asian English dictionaries. There is not one study that examines Thai words or Thai English lexicons in Standard English dictionaries, such as the British Oxford Dictionaries and American Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary. The most relevant research belongs to Yap’s (1970 as cited in Bolton & Butler, 2008: 181) study on ‘Pilipino loan words in English’ taken from the analysis of two versions of the Webster’s dictionary – Webster’s New International Dictionary of the English Language (1961) and the popular one ‘Webster’s Third New International Dictionary of the English Language (1968). Certain Filipino words imported into these American English dictionaries are based on ‘flora and fauna items’ such as “balete, bangkal, carabao”, ‘names of cultural minorities’ like “Aklan, Bontok, and Moro” as well as “household and cultural items”, for example, “anting-anting, balut, patis, and tuba”. These words have been used in Philippine English since the American colonization period. This study is valuable for this paper despite it being published a half century ago. It is evident that Standard English dictionaries realize the importance of lexicons of Southeast Asian cultural items. This inspired this paper to proceed with its exploration of Thai words in English dictionaries.

Although the evidence on Thai words in English dictionaries is limited, some studies on a Thai variety of English on lexis based on other text types are found. Mathias (2001) explores lexical innovation of English in the Thai context from three popular online forums: Thai Visa Forum, Ajarn Forum and Thailand QA.com. There appear to be four types of Thai English words found – loanwords (ajarn, farang, and sanuk), loan translation (red shirt and minor wife), hybrid (farang price and baht bus) and coinages (Big Mango and visa run). Some of these words are found in the Bennui and Hashim (2013) study that reveals ten types of lexical creativity in Thai English literary texts. They are lexical borrowing (farang, wat, and somtam), modes of addressing and referencing (pra, khun, and ajarn), loan translation (minor wife, dog-eating ethnic group, and spirit doctor), coinages (Five Diamond Roast Chicken), semantic shift (eat for “having sex”), hybridization (Bangkokians and waied),
reduplication (sabai sabai), acronyms (CCD for “the Confederation of Campaign for Democracy”), clipping (Chula and Com) and ellipsis (namo dasa). These words are considered as Thai English lexicons as they share linguistic and cultural features with lexicons in Asian, African and Caribbean Englishes and reflect their contextualization, innovation, nativization, transcultural creativity, and localization. These two works are not an analysis of dictionary texts but they are evidence of Thai English words.

**Theoretical Framework**

This paper relies on an integrated framework that combines different concepts on World Englishes and lexicography, especially regarding theoretical underpinnings of non-English lexicons in English dictionaries towards their linguistic and cultural identity of English. Certain concepts taken from ideas given by salient scholars of World Englishes – Kachru (1983), Görlach (1988; 1998), and Schneider (2007) - are used to interpret a number of Thai words found in English dictionaries. This interpretation operates as a contribution to a discussion on Thai words and their implications towards Thai identity of English via previous studies.

Kachru (1983) conducts a case study of lexicographical research examining the way Indianization processes via a linguistic and cultural realization of English words in different dictionaries of Indian English. He surveyed previous dictionaries of Indian English published in early nineteenth century, for example, *an Anglo-Indian Dictionary* (Clifford, 1855), *an Indian Supplement to the English Dictionary* (Whitworth, 1885), and *Hobson-Jobson* (Yule and Burnell, 1903). These dictionaries provide grammatical, phonological and semantic problems of Indian English lexical features. Firstly, Indian English words in early dictionaries were not described in their grammatical classes of nouns, verbs, and adjectives, etc. Moreover, certain grammatical points of English words were not included; some grammatical rules that violate Standard English but are accepted in Indian English such as the progressive verb form of static verbs like ‘hearing, seeing and knowing’. Secondly, those words were not marked in the way Indians pronounce them differently from British English pronunciation. Finally, those words did not provide semantic restriction and semantic extension in relation to Indianism, but only showed their Anglophone semantic features. Hence, Kachru (1983) proposes certain types of lexicological features of Indian English for many other lexicographers. He suggests that lexical entries for Indian English dictionaries should yield the following types of lexical innovations (i) hybridization (a combination of English items and Indian items); (ii) formal equivalence of English and Indianism; (iii) fixed-collocation or translation of Indian idioms or expressions; and (v) contextualization. The final type is a complicated process. Contextualization, adapted from “Firthian framework of linguistic science” (Firth, 1957), refers to a final product of linguistic analysis that involves
the context of situation of a text because language and culture become integrated in their process and use. Contextualization appears in four types of lexico-grammatical transfer – loans, direct translation, shift (adapted translation) and calques (loan translation). Moreover, contextualization involves speech functions. The latter in lexical forms are found in modes of addressing and referencing, cursing, blessing, superiority, inferiority, rituals and ceremonies. Hence, these types are based on grammatical, phonological and semantic elements of lexical sets of Indian English and they contribute to features of non-native English lexical innovations of Indianization. Indeed, those lexical types are grounded in linguistic data of Indian English, but they are useful for other new Englishes. This is shown in the statement “the data presented here have been primarily from South Asian English, but the theoretical and methodological questions raised seem to apply to all the non-native Englishes” (Kachru, 1983: 188). Overall, the existing types of lexical sets here are used as the framework of this paper.

Görlach (1988) proposes the framework of English as a World English or ‘EWL’. It consists of four main classifications of both traditional English and New Englishes around the world – ENL (English as a native language), ESD (English as a second dialect), ESL (English as a second language) and EFL (English as a foreign language). The four terms have their particular functions and linguistic structure of English usage. This framework provides certain characteristics to theorize the notion of EWL – sociolinguistic features, historical aspects, language acquisition and standards, creative perspectives, and individual linguistic levels. The final one seems to be related to this paper. It contains pronunciation and intelligibility, syntax, lexicon and lexicography, and styles. In this respect, this framework attempts to show that English dictionaries compiled by native English speakers, for example, Oxford English Dictionaries (OED) do not suit ESL users’ needs and wants for using English in their local societies. Non-English words are considered as loans; however, a few of them are incorporated into OED. In other words, in the British variety of English, it appears that publishing word-formations from New Englishes for dictionaries is not too substantial. On the other hand, certain dictionaries of American and Australian varieties of English are full of local words available in several communities. At present, there appears to be a movement of dictionaries of New Englishes compiled by local lexicographers, for instance, the Macquarie Dictionary in Australia, Dictionary of South African English (1978, 1980), Dictionary of Jamaican English (1980), and Dictionary of Bahamian English (1982). Producing certain dictionaries of local Englishes is commercially risky as buyers tend to purchase more Standard English dictionaries than their local ones. Importantly, these dictionaries of New Englishes contain similar categories of English vocabulary items that are distinct from Native English ones – loanwords (local fauna, flora, and foreign institutions, etc), compounding, coinages, colloquial items, and the local ‘-ism’. Supporting the lexicological framework of New Englishes, Görlach (1998) extends some more elements for studying lexical sets of
dictionaries of English-based pidgins and creoles. That is, such dictionaries must contain the following linguistic features. First, loanwords from local languages are based on foreign languages, archaism, scientific terms, technical terms, slang, vulgar, and dialects. Second, spelling and pronunciation of New Englishes words are shown in the way local people spell and pronounce English words in divergence from Standard English ones. Third, morphology and syntax are whether a lexical entry provides grammatical words, part of speech classification, and phrases and idioms of their culture. Fourth, meanings are that a certain dictionary contains a lexical set with wider semantic elements and calquing. Finally, etymology refers to the extent to which dictionaries contain lexicons in which socio-historical and linguistic roots are grounded and have developed. This extended framework makes the lexicographical paradigm more institutionalized. As a whole, this framework was published almost three decades ago, but it is still worthwhile as presently a number of dictionaries of New Englishes or regional words in English are increasing. Thus, it still provides a significant theoretical foundation for this paper.

Schneider (2007) highlights five phases of a cyclical development of English in post-colonial countries – (i) foundation, (ii) exonormative stabilization, (iii) nativisation, (iv) endonormative stabilization, and (iv) differentiation. The importance of non-English words in dictionaries is raised in Phrase 4, especially regarding the notion of codification. Besides grammar books and language user guides, dictionaries are the evidence of linguistic effects in which local words are based on a written and verbal interaction between indigenous groups of people and settlers, later on, they were homogeneously used in post-colonial society, and then more accepted by indigenous and international users. This is evident in an emergence of the Macquarie Dictionary as a national dictionary of Australia which displays codified Australian English words in divergence from many other British and American English dictionaries. In this regard, ‘nativisation’ which falls into the third level of English development becomes the most important phase as it shifts from a dependence on a parent variety to an initiation of a new variety of English. The lexical level of nativisation is noteworthy, as it describes a link to the subsequent levels in which codified lexicons in dictionaries are pointed out. The following four processes of postcolonial English vocabulary items are: (i) lexical borrowing from indigenous languages in terms of toponyms, fauna and flora, and culturally distinctive customs; (ii) hybrid compounding; (iii) coinages; and (iv) semantic shifts. Overall, these lexical processes of nativisation indicate the important features of non-native English words that can be processed for the codification.

The three salient works above are useful in that they provide similar and different categories or linguistic strategies of English lexicons of non-Anglophone societies that emerge in several dictionaries. Such categories will be adapted to describe linguistic characteristics of Thai words in English dictionaries. Indeed, Kachru’s (1983) and Schneider’s (2007) works on lexis emphasize the notion of contextualization, innovation, and
nativization, respectively, as unique features of non-native English words. Meanwhile, Görlach (1988; 1998) does not give a specific term of such features, except the notion of *English as a World Language* that names his framework. Hence, those notions and the term of the framework are not fixed for discussing particular Thai vocabulary items in English dictionaries. Instead, the three scholars’ ideas and previous studies will be used in a combination for interpreting an existing Thai English vocabulary.

**Methodology**

This paper relies on a descriptive study. It employs legitimized dictionaries of native varieties of English, both in print and online forms. In British English, they are *The Oxford English Dictionary, 1989* (Simpson & Weiner, 1989); *The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, 1993* (Oxford University Press, 1993); *Oxford Advanced Learners’ Dictionaries of Current English, 2005* (Hornby, 2005); *Oxford English Dictionary, 2015* (Oxford University Press, 2015a); and *Oxford Dictionaries, 2015* (Oxford University Press, 2015b). In terms of American English, there are *The Random House of Dictionary of the English Language, 1968* (Urdang, 1968); *The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 1979* (Davies, 1979); *The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 1992* (Soukhanov, 1992); *Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 1993* (Merriam-Webster, 1993); *Collins Dictionary, 2015* (Collins, 2015); and *Merriam-Webster (2015)*. In the light of Australian English, only *the Macquarie Dictionary Online, 2015* (Macmillan Publishers Group Australia, 2015) is used. A number of Thai words or English ones with Thai origins which are often found in the above previous studies are to be surveyed in those dictionaries. Certain lexical items were found with their contextual formations – phonological, semantic, etymological, and sentential elements as well as references of dictionaries of English varieties – are taken into their categories. These formations are displayed in a comparative mode. Further, they are linguistically analyzed and discussed using the theoretical framework based on the three scholars’ works on *World Englishes and Lexicography* as well as previous studies so that certain lexico-semantic and lexico-morphological strategies of Thai words found are revealed and interpreted for their implications towards Thai English words.
Features of Thai Words in English Dictionaries

Features of Thai words in British, American and Australian English dictionaries are described in two aspects – (i) lexical processes of Thai word structure in those dictionaries in relation to certain categories and sub-categories mentioned in the framework and (ii) a comparison on a phonological, morphological, syntactic and semantic elements of certain Thai words in dictionaries of the three varieties of English. These linguistic characteristics will be findings to be interpreted for their extent to Thai English words.

There appear to be 31 Thai words that are found in the English dictionaries. They are alphabetically arranged: “baht, Bangkok, bong, Chao Phraya, Chiang Mai, farang, jasmine rice, klong, Krung Thep, longtail boat, Loy Krathong, menam, Muay Thai, Pad Thai, Pattaya, Phuket, satang, Siamese cat, Siamese fighting fish, Siamese twins, Songkran, sticky rice, Sukhothai, Sepak Takraw, Thai basil, Thai boxing, Thai-Burma Railway, Thai stick, Tom Yam Goong, wai, and wat. It is noticeable that four words are outstanding because of their synonym. The word ‘Bangkok’ is also referred to ‘Krung Thep’ in two contexts in Oxford Dictionaries (2015). Meanwhile, the word ‘Muay Thai’ appears in Macquarie Dictionary Online (2015) but its translated item is found in Oxford Dictionaries (2015). These four words are analyzed in both similar and different lexical strategies. Overall, those 31 words are linguistically described and discussed in their categories.

For a linguistic comparison, each word of different categories is interpreted with its differently and similarly linguistic descriptions based on dictionaries of different varieties of English. This part of the findings is discussed after an analysis of their functional categories.

The 31 words are divided into four main categories – loanwords (19 words), loan translation (10 words), semantic shift (1 word), and hybridization (1 word). Each category is revealed and discussed.

1. Loanwords

Loanwords refer to lexical borrowing of non-English items in English texts, herein English dictionaries. Loanwords appear in their local forms that are Englishized or Romanized. Loanwords become the most frequent items found in the English dictionaries used. They are divided into sub-categories of functions – toponyms, culture and ceremonies, money, foods, equipment, ethnicity, geography and sport. Each is shown.

1.2 Toponyms

Toponyms or places’ names are mostly seen in the found loanwords. There are seven words as follows:
### Table 1: Loanwords (Toponyms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Word(s)</th>
<th>Excerpts (Linguistic Description)</th>
<th>Dictionary of an English Variety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | Bangkok        | /bæŋˈkɒk/ (say bangˈkɒk), /ˈbæŋkɒk/ (say 'bangkok) 
*noun* the capital and principal port of Thailand, on the Chao Phraya River. Thai, Krung Thep.  
|    |                 | Pronunciation: /bæŋˈkɒk/ 
Definition of Bangkok in English: 
The capital and chief port of Thailand, on the Chao Phraya waterway, 40 km (25 miles) upstream from its outlet into the Gulf of Thailand; population 5,705,100 (est. 2007). Thai name Krung Thep. 
(Oxford Dictionaries, 2015) | British English Dictionary                           |
|    |                 | /bɒŋ-kək/ city & port * of Thailand on the Chao Phraya *ab 25 miles (40 kilometers) above its mouth pop 6,320,200* 
(Merriam-Webster, 2015) | American English Dictionary                          |
| 2  | Chao Phraya     | /tʃɔː pʰrāˈjaː/ 
A major waterway of central Thailand, formed by the junction of the Ping and Nan Rivers.  
(Oxford Dictionaries, 2015) | British English Dictionary                           |
|    |                 | Pronunciation: /tʃəʊ praˈjaː/ 
*a river flowing from northern Thailand south to the Gulf of Thailand. About 1200 km. Also, Menam.*  
| 3  | Chiang Mai      | /tʃiəŋˈmɑɪ/ 
A city in NW Thailand; population 148,800 (est. 2007).  
(Oxford Dictionaries, 2015) | British English Dictionary                           |
|    |                 | /tʃiəŋ ˈmɑɪ/ (say changˈmuy) 
*noun* a city in north-western Thailand. Also, Chiangmai.  
|    |                 | Chiang Mai or Chiangmai (ˈtʃiəŋ maɪ) 
city in NW Thailand, on a headstream of the Chao Phraya: pop. 162,000 
Example Sentences Including 'Chiang Mai'  
Queen Sirikit was advised to remain in her palace near Chiang Mai. TIME MAGAZINE (2002)  
| 4  | Krung Thep      | Pronunciation: /ˈgroŋ tʰɛp/ 
Thai name for Bangkok. Situated to the east across the Chao Phraya river from the old capital of Bangkok, this was the site of the new capital founded by King Rama I in 1782. The modern city encompasses both sites.  
(Oxford Dictionaries, 2015) | British English Dictionary                           |
| 5  | Pattaya         | /pɑːˈtɑː/ 
A resort on the coast of southern Thailand, south-east of Bangkok (Oxford Dictionaries, 2015) | British English Dictionary                           |
From Table 1, only the words ‘Bangkok’ and ‘Chiang Mai’ are loaned by dictionaries of the three varieties. While the word ‘Chao Phraya’ is imported into only British and Australian English dictionaries, the rest of the toponyms are borrowed by only the British English dictionary. For the item ‘Bangkok’, all dictionaries are similar in that its vowel sound of ‘bang’ goes to the Englishization or the way foreigners pronounce, not the actual Thai pronunciation. However, only the American English dictionary differently identifies the vowel of this word’s second syllable. Although the Australian and British dictionaries provide the previous name of Bangkok, Krung Thep, only the latter one points to its etymological elements in a separate sentence. This makes the word ‘Krung Thep’ an individual item in this paper. Further, the word ‘Chiang Mai’ in the American English dictionary is the most outstanding one in that its sentence example in a solid journalistic text is given even though its first syllable’s consonant sound is different. Note that only the word Phuket has its phonological description that yields Thais’ pronunciation because the second syllables of the words ‘Pattaya’ and ‘Sukhothai’ show their westernized vowel sounds rather than their authentic Thai ones. This variation is found in the word ‘Chao Phraya’ in both dictionaries that are similar; its second syllable must be /pra/ not /pra/.

1.2 Cultural, Ceremonial and Religious Items

Thai cultural items include certain rituals and religious activities of Buddhism that are influenced by Brahmanism and Hinduism as well as this function covers a non-verbal tool for Thai greetings.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Word(s)</th>
<th>Excerpt(s) (Linguistic Description)</th>
<th>Dictionary of an English Variety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | Loy Krathong | /lɒiˈkrɑːθɔŋ/ (say ‘loy’ krathong)  
*noun* a Thai festival during which people float a small boat or cup made of banana leaves (a krathong) on a river or other waterway, to represent the floating away of ill fortune; the krathong contains flowers, candles and incense; traditionally performed on the full moon night of the twelfth lunar month (usually falling in November). Also, Loi Krathong.  
| 2  | Songkran | /sɔŋkrɑːn/ *noun*  
A festival celebrating the traditional Thai New Year, held in April and marked by the throwing and sprinkling of water.  
Example sentence  
- Nearly 10,000 foreign workers took part in a traditional Thai Songkran festival in Taoyuan yesterday.  
(Oxford Dictionaries, 2015) | British English Dictionary |
| 3  | wai | /wɛi/ *n.* & *v.* m.20 (Thai) A. n. A Thai gesture of greeting made by bringing the palms together in front of the face or chest and in some case bowing. Cf. NAMASKAR. M20. B. vature. Make this gesture. L20.  
/wɛi/ (say ‘wayeck) *Asian English* –*noun* 1. a respectful gesture of greeting in which one places one's hands together in the middle of one's chest while bowing, the lower the bow the more respect being shown.  
–*verb* (i) 2. to offer this greeting.  
Australian English Dictionary |
| 4  | wat | [Thai, from Sanskrit *vāṭa* ‘enclosure.’] In Thailand or Cambodia (Kampuchea), a Buddhist monastery or temple  
m. a Buddhist temple or monastery in Thailand or Cambodia.  
[<Thai < Sanskrit *vāṭa* enclosure.]  
(The Random House Dictionary of the English Language, 1968, p.1485)  
/wɔt/ (say wot)  
*noun* a Thai, Cambodian or Laotian Buddhist temple or monastery.  
American English Dictionary  
Australian English Dictionary |
According to Table 2, only the word ‘wat’ is imported into the dictionaries of the three varieties. This word is not a pure Thai item because of its Sanskrit root. All the four words are identified with their correct phonological and semantic element although only the word ‘Songkran’ is exemplified by a certain sentence. Moreover, a semantic description of the word ‘wai’ in the two dictionaries is rich and extensive, resulting in its usefulness for foreign readers. Additionally, it is interesting that an alternative spelling of the word ‘Loy’ – ‘Loi’ which has also been used worldwide – is also provided here.

1.3 Monetary Items

Items of Thai money consist of only two words as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Word(s)</th>
<th>Excerpts (Linguistic Description)</th>
<th>Dictionary of an English variety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | baht    | Pronunciation: /baːt/  
N. The basic monetary unit of Thailand, equal to 100 satangs.  
Example sentence:  
- The further drop in the yen might weaken the baht to an unsatisfactory level.  
(Oxford Dictionaries, 2015) | British English Dictionary |
|    | /bat/ (say baht)  
noun 1. the principal monetary unit of Thailand.  
2. a coin of this value.  
| 2  | satang  | /ˈsatəŋ/  
A monetary unit of Thailand, equal to one hundredth of a baht.  
Example sentence:  
Electricity rates are also set to increase by 5 satang per unit with another increase between February and May 2005 in accordance with the rise in diesel prices at the pumps around March. (Oxford Dictionaries, 2015) | British English Dictionary |

The two words in Table 3 have a lexicographical correctness in their phonological and semantic basis. The Oxford Dictionaries (2015) point to the words ‘baht’ and ‘satang’. They share a semantic feature because of a functional classification. In the description of the word ‘baht’, the word ‘satang’ can also be regarded as a hybrid – /satəŋ/ (Thai head noun) + /-s/ an English suffix; however, this innovative lexical process disappears in the sentential instance of the word ‘satang’.

1.4 Culinary Items

Culinary items appear in certain words of popular Thai foods. They are of only two items.
Obviously, the word *Pad Thai* is imported into the dictionaries of the three varieties due to its well-known food among foreigners in Thailand. Though their phonological descriptions are various, they are correct. Outstandingly, the American English dictionary provides its tonal marker and dates its lexical entry while the British English dictionary illustrates its sentence. Meanwhile, the word *Tom Yam Goong* enters only the Australian English dictionary. This word is salient that its phonological description yields the Thai pronunciation. Although its sentential example is not given, its semantic element is sufficiently delineated.

Table 4: Loanwords (Culinary Items)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Word(s)</th>
<th>Excerpts (Linguistic Description)</th>
<th>Dictionary of an English variety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pad Thai</td>
<td>/pæd ˈtai/ (say pad ’tuy), /pæd ˈtai/ (say pahd ’tuy) noun (in Thai cookery) a dish consisting of stir-fried rice noodles with a variety of other ingredients, such as vegetables and beef or tofu. (Macquarie Dictionary, 2015)</td>
<td>Australian English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>\ˈpäd- tê\</td>
<td>American English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>: a Thai dish of rice noodles that are stir-fried with other ingredients (such as seafood, chicken, egg, or bean sprouts)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a Thai dish consisting of rice noodles stir-fried usually with any of various additional ingredients (as bean sprouts, peanuts, chicken, shrimp, and egg)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Origin of PAD THAI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thai ผัดไทย, literally, Thai stir-fried mixture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>First Known Use: 1978</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Merriam-Webster, 2015)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pad ˈtai</td>
<td>British English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>noun [mass noun]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A Thai dish based on rice noodles.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The staple pad thai (rice noodles with eggs, bean sprouts and toasted peanuts) was suitably hot-sweet and once more studded with big bouncy prawns.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Example sentence:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The couple serve the spicy curry and noodle dishes, such as pad thai and pineapple chicken curry, that Janmian learned to make as a young woman by watching her mother, aunts and family friends. (Oxford Dictionaries, 2015)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tom Yam Goong</td>
<td>/tɒm ˈjɒm ˈɡʊŋ/ (say tom yum ‘goong) noun (in Thai cookery) a prawn soup flavoured with lemongrass and other spices. (The Macquarie Dictionary Online, 2015)</td>
<td>Australian English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.5 Equipment, Geography, Ethnicity and Sport

The functions of equipment, geography, ethnicity and sport provide only one item for each. They are combined in this sub-category.

Table 5: Loanwords (Equipment, Geography, Ethnicity and Sport)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Word(s)</th>
<th>Excerpts (Linguistic Description)</th>
<th>Dictionary of an English variety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>bong</td>
<td>n. (Thai bhaung) (1971): a simple water pipe consisting of a bottle or vertical tube partially filled with a liquid (as water or liqueur) and a smaller offset tube ending in a bowl. (Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 1993) : a simple water pipe consisting of a bottle or vertical tube partially filled with a liquid (as water or liqueur) and a smaller offset tube ending in a bowl. Origin of BONG Thai bāŋŋ hollow piece of wood or bamboo First Known Use: 1971 (Merriam -Webster, 2015)</td>
<td>American English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(bong, bong) n. A water pipe that consists of a bottle or vertical tube partially filled with liquid and a smaller tube ending in a bowl, used often in smoking narcotic substances. (Thai baung) (The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 1992)</td>
<td>American English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a long pipe for smoking CANNABIS and other drugs, which passes the smoke through a container of water. (Oxford Advanced Learners’ Dictionary of Current English, 2005)</td>
<td>British English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>farang</td>
<td>Pronunciation: /fʰəˈran/ Etymology: Thai fəd-rang 4 white race of people, &lt; Frank n.1; compare Feringhee n. Thesaurus » The Thai term for a foreigner, esp. a European. [1852 F. A. Neale Narr. Resid. Siam vii. 109 ‘What!’ said he, ‘do you farangs dare to break the laws of this country, and set my authority in defiance?’] 1861 H. Mouhot Trav. Indo-China (1864) l. iii. 126 The priests were much surprised to see a ‘farang’ (foreigner) in their pagoda, but some trifling gifts soon established me in their good graces. 1873 F. Vincent Land of White Elephant xv. 184 Notice was sent to His Excellency of the arrival of the ‘farangs’ (foreigners). 1967 Listener 10 Aug. 170/3 ‘In those days,’ said one of the old waiters, ‘we had many, many farangs (Oxford English Dictionary, 2015)</td>
<td>British English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Firstly, the word of equipment ‘bong’ is not found in the Australian English dictionary. Though the British English dictionary does not identify its socio-cultural background, the two American English dictionaries provide thoroughly lexicographical descriptions. In this regard, its etymology indicates Thai identity of an English lexicon. Needless to say, this word embodies its negative sense of usage to the global users of English.

Secondly, the word of ethnicity, ‘farang’ is popularly found in different spoken and written texts in English in Thailand. However, it has only been loaned into the British English dictionary since the late nineteenth century. This word has an outstanding lexicographical description because of its documentary evidences, tone markers and sentential illustrations. The latter element seems to make this word a hybrid because it has been used by foreigners.

Thirdly, the geographical item ‘klong’ has been imported into dictionaries of the three varieties. However, the OED (2015) provides this item with the best description,
especially etymological and documentary evidences. This dictionary has pointed towards this word since the late nineteenth century after the time for the entry of the word ‘farang’. Likewise, the word ‘klong’ has been used beyond its lexical borrowing; it combines an English suffix, resulting in the form of hybrid.

Finally, the word of the most popular Thai sport ‘Muay Thai’ needs to show its local form though its translated version is later described in the category of ‘loan translation’. Its phonological transcription here looks complicated though it is correct; the diphthongization of the first syllable creates a difficulty among foreign speakers.

2. Loan translation

Loan translation is a translating process of lexical borrowing items for a particular use. In this context, certain local items (Thai) are translated into English with a consideration of their semantic and morpho-syntactic elements. There appear to be two types of loan translation of Thai words found in the English dictionaries – direction translation and adapted translation.

2.1 Direct Translation

Direct translation or word-for-word translation involves the way Thai words are literally translated into English in relation to their rank-shifted and rank-bounded forms. This sub-category becomes the majority of the Thai words found in loan translation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Word(s)</th>
<th>Excerpts (Linguistic Description)</th>
<th>Dictionary of an English variety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | longtail boat | /ˈlɒŋteɪl bəʊt/ (say ’longtayl boht) 
noun a type of boat used on the rivers and canals of Bangkok, steered by a long shaft protruding from the outboard motor at the rear.  
| 2  | Siamese cat | /saɪəmɪs ˈkeɪt/ (say suyuhmeez ’kat) 
noun one of a breed of slender, short-haired cats having blue eyes, a small head, and a fawn or grey colour with extremities of a darker shading.  

Noun.
any of a breed of slender blue-eyed short-haired domestic cats of Asian origin with pale fawn or grey body and darker ears, paws, tail, and face and a long wedge-shaped head.  
First Known Use of SIAMESE CAT: 1871  
(Merriam-Webster, 2015)

A tightly built shorthaired cat belonging to a breed originally found in Thailand, distinguished by buff-coloured fur with points of brown, blue, or other colours, and a narrow head with large ears and slanting blue eyes: so Siamese kitten 1871  
### Table 6: (Cont.) Loan Translation (Direct Translation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Word(s)</th>
<th>Excerpts (Linguistic Description)</th>
<th>Dictionary of an English variety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Siamese fighting fish</td>
<td>Siamese fighting fish is a tropical freshwater fish, <em>Betta splendens</em> (family Anabantidae, native to Malaysia and Thailand, the male of which is highly aggressive. (The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, 1993, p.2850)</td>
<td>British English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Siamese fighting fishes is a bony fish, <em>Betta splendens</em>, which has become highly coloured as a result of selective breeding, and the males of which are very pugnacious. (The Macquarie Dictionary Online, 2015)</td>
<td>Australian English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>n. (1933): a brightly colored betta (<em>Betta splendens</em>) that has highly aggressive males and is a popular aquarium fish. (Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 1993, p.1088)</td>
<td>American English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Siamese twins</td>
<td>/saɪəmɪs 'twɪnz/ (say suhuhmeez) 'twinz) [from two Chinese men, Chang and Eng Bunker (1811–74), who were born in Siam (now Thailand) joined to each other by a short, tubular, cartilaginous band] (The Macquarie Dictionary Online, 2015)</td>
<td>Australian English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>After two famous twins, Chang and Eng (1811-74), who were congenitally united near the waist a. A pair of conjoined twins; transl. &amp; fig. any closely associated pair. b. sing. either of a pair of such twins. (The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, 1993, p.2850)</td>
<td>British English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Thai basil</td>
<td>/tʰai 'bəzəl/ (say tay 'bazuhl) Noun: a type of basil with small leaves, purple stems and a slightly licorice or mint flavour; used in Thai cuisine. (The Macquarie Dictionary Online, 2015)</td>
<td>Australian English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Thai Boxing</td>
<td>A traditional Thai martial art in which the fists, elbows, knees, and bare feet may all be used to deliver blows. Example sentence: • The boxers thrilled the crowd with their expertise in the unique characteristics of Thai boxing. (Oxford Dictionaries, 2015)</td>
<td>British English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to Table 6, the words ‘Siamese cat’, ‘Siamese fighting fish’ and ‘Siamese twins’ have the most salient features. They have been loaned into dictionaries of the three varieties. All dictionaries sufficiently provide the words with lexicographical features. However, the American English dictionary is outstanding in that it dates the words’ first entries. The words ‘Siamese twins’ and ‘Siamese cat’ are considered as classical Thai English words because of their appearance in the dictionaries since the nineteenth century. Moreover, the three words show their archaism; the adjective ‘Siamese’ has now changed into ‘Thai’ during the Pibul Prime-ministership in 1930s. The word ‘Siamese fighting fish’ is different in that its phonological description is not given, but it is linguistically dynamic due to its various names. In this sub-category, the words ‘longtail boat’, ‘sticky rice’, ‘Thai basil’, and ‘Thai-Burma Railway’ are similar in that they are seen in only the Australian English dictionary which focuses more on Asian Englishes words. Likewise, the items ‘Thai boxing’ and ‘Thai stick’ are imported into only the British dictionary and not given their phonological transcription. In terms of translating processes, all the words in this table are translated in the rank-bound form; the modifying nouns are followed by their head nouns according to syntactic and semantic patterns in English. Importantly, the word ‘sticky rice’ is very creative in terms of the use of a human feature to replace a glutinous element of a substance.

3. Adapted Translation

Adapted translation or shift refers to a translating process of an indigenous (Thai) item into English through an adaptation of semantic elements. That is, every single word of the local item cannot be translated into its target language form; some morphological elements of Thai items are shifted via the process of translating and adapting into meaningful English items.
Regarding Table 7, only one word of adapted translation is found in the English dictionary. This word is actually based on the Thai pattern of ‘khao’ (rice), ‘hom’ (fragrant), and ‘mali’ (Jasmine). The word ‘fragrant’ is shifted; only the words ‘Jasmine’ and ‘rice’ are combined and adapted as they are adequately meaningful – a kind of rice with jasmine’s scent and color. In its lexicographical description, the word ‘fragrant’ is evidently constructed and its etymology is presented so that its Thai identity disseminates to other international readers.

4. Semantic Shift

Semantic shift refers to a change of a lexical item’s semantic element when it is loaned in a new context of usage. In this paper, only one item has its semantic shift.

Table 7: Loan Translation (Adapted Translation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Excerpt (Linguistic Description)</th>
<th>Dictionary of an English variety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jasmine</td>
<td>/dʒæzmən ˈræs/ (say jazmuhn ruys) noun a variety of long-grained fragrant rice from Thailand. (the Macquarie Dictionary Online, 2015)</td>
<td>Australian English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding Table 7, only one word of adapted translation is found in the English dictionary. This word is actually based on the Thai pattern of ‘khao’ (rice), ‘hom’ (fragrant), and ‘mali’ (Jasmine). The word ‘fragrant’ is shifted; only the words ‘Jasmine’ and ‘rice’ are combined and adapted as they are adequately meaningful – a kind of rice with jasmine’s scent and color. In its lexicographical description, the word ‘fragrant’ is evidently constructed and its etymology is presented so that its Thai identity disseminates to other international readers.

4. Semantic Shift

Semantic shift refers to a change of a lexical item’s semantic element when it is loaned in a new context of usage. In this paper, only one item has its semantic shift.

Table 8: Semantic Shift

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Excerpt (Linguistic Description)</th>
<th>Dictionary of an English variety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Manam/ Menam</td>
<td>(ma nam) Also Me-nam. The former name for the Chao-Phraya River (The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 1979: 783)</td>
<td>American English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In fact, the existing word ‘menam’ is categorized into a loanword. However, its lexicographical description given contributes to its semantic change from the present Thai use. Westerners in the old days of Thailand misunderstood that the word ‘Chao-Phraya River’ was actually named ‘menam’ which in Thai only means ‘river’ (Sitithithanyakij, 2008, p.33-35 as cited in Bennui, 2013, p.29). In this regard, its phonological elements are not fully correct as it is difficult for the American lexicographer to express a full transliteration. The word ‘menam’ in Thai has a wider semantic feature that refers to any river. However, the existing meaning in this American English dictionary has shifted into a narrower sense, only ‘Chao Phraya’. This word represents its semantic variation when used in an American variety of English.
5. Hybridization

Hybridization refers to lexicons in which morphemes of at least two different languages are combined. In this regard, a Thai word found in an English dictionary has its hybrid originality. There is only one item under this category.

### Table 9: Hybridization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Excerpt (Linguistic Description)</th>
<th>Dictionary of an English variety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sepak Takraw</td>
<td>/ˌsepkətəˈkrɔː/ (say ˌsepuk ˈtukraw) noun a Malay game in which two teams, each of three players, kick a rattan ball over a net. [Malay sepak to kick + takro, takraw (from Thai)] (The Macquarie Dictionary Online, 2015)</td>
<td>Australian English Dictionary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding Table 9, a semantic description in the dictionary identifies the hybridized form of the existing word. This word emerges due to a Malay-Thai linguistic contact. It has been used in the Southeast Asian region, where this Australian English dictionary emphasizes a lexical corpus. Its phonological description seems to be right though the word ‘takraw’ is not given a tonal marker. When used in a Malaysian context, this word is pronounced by the locals without a tonal maker.

From the four categories, loan translation is much different in that it does not embody any Thai words while semantic shift and hybrid are also made of the indigenous items that support the richness of Thai loans in the English dictionaries.

### Discussion

The linguistic features of the Thai words found in the English dictionaries seem to imply their Thai English words, when they have been discussed via previous studies and the framework.

The words ‘farang’, ‘wai’, ‘klong’, ‘longtail boat’, and ‘sticky rice’ found in this paper fit a lexical corpus Butler (1996; 1999a; 1999b) has explored. In this regard, only the word ‘farang’ yields one of Thai English words surveyed by Bolton (2003). Certain items of directly translated words found seem to be similar to lexical structure compiled in mini-dictionaries of Singapore English (Lugg, 1984) and Malaysian English (Choo, 1984). Surprisingly, the word ‘jasmine rice’ in this paper shares a similar feature of Sri Lankan English words in Sri Lankan English dictionary (Meyler, 2009), especially collocations based on the word ‘rice’. Additionally, the words ‘farang’ and ‘wat’ in this study are clearly seen in
what Bennui and Hashim (2013) have investigated in Thai English fiction. All these words feature the uniqueness of Southeast Asian Englishes.

The three categories in this study fit into Kachru’s (1983) strategies of lexical innovations in Indian English dictionaries: loanwords, loan translation and hybrid. The first two categories parallel the notion of ‘contextualization’. The found English words of literal and adapted translation are obvious. Moreover, the words ‘Loy Krathong’ and ‘Songkran’ can be described as lexicons of specific speech functions used in Thai rituals and ceremonies. There is only one found in the category ‘hybrid’, but it highlights its innovation as it combines a local item from a language of Thailand’s neighbor. Indeed, Malay is another dialect in the Deep South of Thailand.

The two categories given by Görlach (1988) are seen in this paper – loanwords and compounding. Further, Görlach (1998)’s loanword description is apparent in the items here. Certain loanwords based on archaism – “Siamese cat, Siamese fighting fish, and Siamese twins” – are very classical. Though the word ‘Siamese’ was changed into ‘Thai’ in the early twentieth century, it is still alive. This yields an etymological element on a lexicographical description of New Englishes words projected by Görlach (1998). That is, those archaic words indicate the Thai root of English translated items.

The Thai words and English words with Thai origins found are regarded as ‘lexical nativisation’ according to Schnieder’s (2007) three types. All these words are codified lexicons in the English dictionaries. Lexical borrowing items from Thai toponyms and culturally distinctive customs of Buddhism are obvious. In addition, each item of semantic shift and hybridization has been presented.

A comparison on lexicographical descriptions of the English dictionaries of the three varieties can bridge a gap of New Englishes words found in Standard English dictionaries by Kachru (1983) and Görlach (1988) three decades ago. The British and American English dictionaries used in this paper provide more detailed lexicographical descriptions of Thai words or English words with Thai origins than the Australian English dictionary. There are a few mistakes on phonological accounts of some Thai word entries in some dictionaries. However, all dictionaries of all varieties are worthwhile as they point to lexicons of Thai identity.

An interpretation of the found Thai words with the former studies and the framework features innovation, contextualization, and nativisation of Thai English words. This supports the Thainess in English lexicons as another linguistic trait of English as a World Language and pinpoints a developing variety of Thai English.
Conclusion and Suggestions

This paper has analyzed and described particular Thai words in certain British, American and Australian English dictionaries. The lexical construction of such words is based on four strategies – lexical borrowing, loan translation, semantic shift and hybridization. The first two strategies are the most outstanding. All words enrich the innovative, contextualized and nativised features of New Englishes lexicons, and they share some characteristics of other Southeast Asian English. This leads to their remarkableness of Thai English words. Further, all lexicographical descriptions of the words shown from native English dictionaries have been compared so that they have indicated their full realization of non-English items, resulting in a depiction of the Thai identity of English. Indeed, this paper merely reveals a decent amount of the Thai words found in a selection of certain English dictionaries. There will be other words from the Thai culture and society in many other dictionaries. Thus, further linguistic explorations and critical reviews for other words by several scholars will be very useful to support their full implications towards their Thai English lexicons.
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